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Mat Thomas & Wesley L. Stewart (Lead Artist)

Proposal #1
Title: Beacon Station

A three-sided, metal sculpture fabricated into the shape of a triangular pillar stands on top of a concrete base. 
Cutout of the sheet metal displays a chevron pattern, referencing one of Beacon Station’s symbols. The pattern 
is a design element that plays with light during the day and night, ever changing the static artwork. The overall 
triangular shape of the sculpture refers to biblical themes, the areas rich history in railway, strength, luck, 
caution, a strong faith community in the area since 1880, and the three families who owned the area: the 
Jacksons, Steiners, and Picquets. The estimated dimensions of this artwork are 15’ x 6’ x 6’ (HxWxL). 



Proposal #2
Title: Beacon Station

A six-sided, metal sculpture fabricated into the shape of a sunburst pillar stands on top of a concrete base. 
Cutout of the sheet metal displays a chevron pattern, referencing one of Beacon Station’s symbols. The pattern 
is a design element that plays with light during the day and night, ever changing the static artwork. The overall 
sunburst shape of the sculpture refers to the areas rich history in railway, biblical themes, strength, luck, caution, 
a strong faith community in the area since 1880 biblical themes, strength, luck, caution, and the three families 
who owned the area: the Jacksons, Steiners, and Picquets. The estimated dimensions of this artwork are 
12’ x 9’ x 9’ (HxWxL).



Installation 
Each sculpture follows the same installation requirements with slight changes 
depending on engineer review. 
Anchor bolts would go into the concrete base corresponding to each foot welded onto 
the artwork. 6-12 feet 
might be required to secure to base. Equipment needed: 

Hammer drill 

Air sprayer for dust removal 

Drill bit 

Anchors 

Nuts 

Washers 

Power 

Etc. 



 

 
 

Bio 
Wesley L Stewart was born, raised, and grew up in Augusta. He earned a Bachelor of Fine Arts 

from Augusta State University and a Master of Fine Arts from Georgia Southern University. WLS 

artwork is on the campuses of the University of North Georgia and locally at Frog Hollow Tavern, 

both Farmhaus Burgers, and two traffic boxes. In collaboration with Colleen Beyer Stewart, they 

completed a painted, fiberglass eagle in downtown Statesboro and are currently working on murals 

underneath John C. Calhoun expressway on Crawford Ave and Eve Street. 



Mat Thomas Bio: 

Mat Thomas is a graduate of the College of Architecture at the Georgia Institute of Technology and 

holds a Bachelor of Science in Industrial Design. He believes in connecting the dots within the creative 

fields of art, photography, graphic design, music, industrial design and architecture. Creativity, simplicity 

and quality define his artistic philosophy, while a dedication to community involvement and 

improvement define his actions. 


